Title word cross-reference

(0, 1) [BNS10a, BNS10b]. (3x + 1) [Sin03]. (m, k) [AI99]. 1
[BNS10b, Kem75, Ku069, MN08a, Sch91a, SrI3, Sze10]. 1/f
[BTW87, Che12b, KA84, MS83, Nic88, NT89]. 2 [Bha12, LP15, PGLL10].
$29.95 [Ale05]. 3 [CNS15]. 3n + 1 [Wir98]. 3x + 1
[KM05, Lag85, LW92, Lag03, LS05, LS06, Lag10, MK05, Sim07]. 80/20
[Lip09]. [0, 1] [CI96]. A [Fle66]. A(n, α)B [LZN11]. b [Ber15b]. β [NWR09].
mod1 [Cig64, Dia77, Sch83b, Sch84, Sch88a, Tsu52] \cup [LS11]. d = 0 [LS11].
H [KPK05, KPK06]. H_{\infty} [Sch83a, Tic87]. j [PU86, UP85]. k
[LWY10, MAE06, XLY14]. k = 2 [AI99]. L [KM05, MK05]. \log p [Sur93].
m = 6 [AI99]. H_{\infty} [Sch87b]. N! [Kun87]. N
[Rou15, Cha11, CSV96, KR13, Rou76a, VA99]. P [GBA04, SBB01].
P(X_2 < X_1) [Jee97]. \pi [She12, Zor11]. \psi [GSR12]. Q
[Yua84, Abe02, MML01]. R = Pr(X > Y) [Gun15]. R^{d} [Ber15a]. \rho [TW11].
XY [RMB+14]. \zeta [GSR12].

0 [Ale05]. 0-691-09983-9 [Ale05]. 06-10-1826R [HYYH08].

1 [Bro98]. 11th [NKZ12]. ’12 [NKZ12]. 14th [NKZ12]. 16th [GCB+05]. 1800s [Mil15c, Mil15d]. 1826R [HYYH08].


41 [Ano93].

500 [CEZ10]. 573 [Ano50].

9 [Ale05].

abgegrienen [Sch06]. Absaroka [Bar11]. Abuse [San87a, San87b, San88, San92]. accelerated [AS15]. acceptance [KMN09]. access [PQ00]. according [AYS16]. Accounting [AA10, Bha02, BK08, Cal13, DHP04, Iud12, Nig93, Nig12, OW12, Wan11b, BL95, FGZZ11a, KB07, LWFW14, Moc02, Nig11e, QW03, Sav04, SS10]. Accuracy [Ben43, LP15, dMH06, HSR+08a, HSR+08b, Has03, ZIUW14]. accurate [ZHS09]. Achieving [MYP14, Est16]. Achilles [Moc17].


Adaptive [LEC+15, LBC06]. Adding [Nig99a]. Addiction [Ano50].

Addison-Wesley [Ano50]. addition [FT86]. additive [BE69, Jec92, MN14, Ree06]. adjusted [Rou92]. Advance [Sta12]. adventures [GM97b]. Adversarial [SJP+15]. AdWords [GML15].

aerobiological [DaA+09]. aeruginosa} [CLRTEFM08]. aesthetics [MRM+05, NSGP05]. affiliation [MG15]. after [eSHK05]. Again [Rai85]. against [MPS11]. agenda [Nor13]. agent [MG07a]. agent-based [MG07a].

agglomeration [MML01]. agglomerations [GB13]. aggregated [MAC14b]. Aggregation [RRZ09]. ago [Sch06]. Agrarprodukte [GTM12]. Agree [SW10]. agricultural [GTM12]. Aid [Ban00, NM97]. Air [Pér07, Bro05, Sto16]. al [Bur04, PT04]. al. [MBG+96]. aléatoire [Rou76a].

Alfred [Har90]. algébraic [Var99]. algébriques [Var99]. algebro [ZF15].

algebro-geometric [Zf15]. algorithm [FC14, Gar11, KSH11, PGLL10, WYTD93, WDY93]. Algorithmic
algorithmically [TGD05]. Algorithms
[Haf13, Knu69, Knu98, BFS03, Yua84]. allocation [HG14, KSH11]. Almost
[Dur74, Sch88c]. along [JD11, JD12]. alpha [BMP93]. alternative
[BP06, HSR+08a, HSR+08b, Uze10]. ambient [Bro05]. ambiguities [HN05].
Ambiguity [Wil72]. America [Car15, Meb08a]. American
[Meb06b, Meb08b, Meb08c]. AMEX [Bar11]. amount [LAL15]. AMR [LYH15].
Analiz [AA10]. Analogous [Can03a, Can03b]. Analys [Bah15]. analyses [Bat09].
Analysing [PK06]. Analyse [BAH13]. Analysing [AR13]. Anastasi [Lim06]. Andersen
[Nig05]. Anesthesia [HKKS06, Mar12, HZKS12]. angewendet [GTM12]. anharmonic
[Mas06a]. animal [Ano05, DMJH11, MDJH05]. animals [BG11b]. ANN
[Car88, SGW04, Rou09]. Anomalous
[Ben38, San02a, San02b, San02c, CI06, Ste93]. anomaly [PT11, Rou14].
anomaux [San02c]. answers [Zen11]. Antiforensics [MTT13].
Anwendbarkeit [BBJ11]. Anwendungsmoglichkeiten [Mii03].
aplicaciones [PT04]. Apparatus [SF11]. Apparent [Kub77, BH74].
Appearance [NKRS15]. applicability
[BSW16, BBJ11, STJ09, WSB15, WSB16, YLX14]. Application
[AdSPG+76, Bak07, Dun67, FGZZ11a, Fed82a, Fed82b, Gut16, Hsi48, HSM17,
Izz06, Jm09a, KZ08a, ZK09, pLCjW04, MRR+10, Nig96b, NM07b, OB13,
PGQA+15, Shi09, Wor75, ZSB+12, Boy94, BMM84, CSC14, GD14, Hör03,
Hüb06b, Hüb09, Jm09b, KZ08b, KM03, Mas05d, PGHA07, Sch88a, TRB+12].
Applications [Egg90b, EG12a, E12b, Fel68, Ism04, Jm12, Mii03, Nig12,
Tor06, Ber15b, Dia73, Fer13, FSS07, Giu11, H110, Hor09b, Kos15, MM04,
MM14, Mi15a, PT04, PT11, Ra03, Kr15]. Applied
[NM07a, DDA+09, GMT12, MPS11, Mas06e, NM06, SH10]. Applying
[BG11b, CT05, GM12, HSD12]. Apprendre [Rou10]. Approach
[MZLH15a, MZLH15b, Mii09, A1, ACC16, Bec14, HSR+08a, CL87b,
CL87a, Che91, GSR12, HSR+08b, LCJ10, LB14, LSS00, MG07a, Me09, Ni10].
Approaches [RZS+15]. appropriate [MDJH05]. Approximate
[You13, ANRV07]. approximation [BK07, DL07, DL08]. Approximations
[BX18]. April [NKZ12, Ra03]. arcane [Mii11]. area [Sud10]. Areas
[WDB95]. Argentina [CS11]. arguments [AS68, Egg07]. Arithmetic
[BB85, JL08, Kre73, Kre75]. Arithmetik [Kre75, Kre73]. arithmétiques
Bayesian [AP89, JKK+08, JKK+09]. Be
[HKKS06, LCC+05, Mac14a, Nig93, Sav04]. Beautiful [MPM02]. beauty
[MA18]. BEC [LS11]. Beckmann [Shi89]. been [OV93]. Before [WHN13].
begin [TFGS07]. Begründung [Hum08]. Behaving [MAdV05]. Behavior
[BDE+17, Car88, Gor12a, Ano50, AJ14, BMT96, Che95, CCT95, CSV96,
MNW+05, Mir14, OV95, RV98]. behavioral [DZ03]. Behaviour
[RBXM15, DD06, HKL+06, Sch87a, Zip49]. Beijing [Sto16]. Being
[CEZ17, CEZ18]. beizukommen [SHC+12]. Belies [Lee18]. benchmarking
[Wal02]. Benchmarks [RGE13]. Benford
[Bahl15, CEZ17, Die04a, For10, Haf13, Hum06, Hum18, Moc02, Moc17,
MdsSS09, Müi03, Nig00b, Ole10, Ole14, PT04, Pos04c, Pos10, Tor06, AS05,
AA10, AR13, AP10, Alc09, AL14b, AL14a, All97, AR09, AR10, AR11, AYS14,
AYS16, ARS11, AOT13, Ano11, Ano13, AG05, AA11, AJ14, AHI14, AHI15,
ACC16, Bah15, BSO10, Bal12, Bal15, BNS10a, BNS10b, Ban13, BG09, BG10,
BG11a, BGTM+11, Ber03, Ber04, Ber05b, Ber05a, Ber05c, BBH05, BH07,
BH09, BH10a, BH10b, Ber10, BH11b, BH11a, BHRK11, Ber11, BE14a,
BE14b, BH15b, Ber15a, BH15a, BE16, BH17, BX18, BK07, BDE+17, Bha12,
Bha02, BKS05, BK08, BKX11, BSM14, BSM15, BS10b, BJS06, BMM10,
BSWB16, BF09, Bra78, BBJ11, BG11b, Bro05, Bro07, Bro98]. Benford
[BMP93, Bul11, BZ91, Bur0a, Bur09, BS92, BW98, CC11, CS09a, CG07,
CKT+09, Cio05, CT05, CA12, Con10, CEZ10, CEZ17, CEZ18, CLRTFM08,
CSC14, Cra10, CLM15, DD06, DCH+17, DDS98, Dea93, DMO10, DMO11,
DS05, DJ10a, DJ13, Dep08, Die04a, Die04b, Die07, DJ10b, Die12, DDA+09,
DN00, DL07, DL08, DHP04, EHM+14, Egg11, EG12a, EG12b, Eli13, EL03,
FGZ11b, FG10, Few09, FGPM12, FGPM16, Fru16, FSS07, GBTB+16,
GD08, GD09b, GD09a, GD11, GR07, GW01, GW04, GM12, Gil05, Gil07,
GJ10, GC13, GGP09, GJARPGAC10, Gor12a, Got92, GN02, GP13, GGA03,
GJS07, GTM12, GT09, HCS09, HBI8, Has02, Hay09, HSD12, HR10, Hi95a,
Hi97, Hi102, Hi111, HF16, HV01, Hop16, Hor09a, HKKS06, HJJYM11,
HSM17, Hum06, Hum08, Hum18]. Benford
[Hüm07, Hür03, Hür04, Hür06a, Hür06b, Hür09, Hür15a, IMS15, IHPS14,
IHWZ17, Iud12, Jam01, JTY14, JTY16, JKK+08, JKK+09, JdlR04, JdlR09,
Jas10, JHTS10, JSZ11, Jol01, Jol05, Jol09, JS06, JS09, Kaf09b, KNR58,
KSG+16, KBHR10, KR12, KR13, Kim12, Kle17, KMo5, KZ08a, KZ08b, ŽK09,
Kr15, Kre03, Kry09, KP04, KP05, KPK05, KPK06, KB03, KB07, LS05, LS06,
LCJ15, LSE00, Lee15, pLCJW04, LFY15, LF16, LK12, LNZ11, Lolo8, Low00a,
Low00b, LB05, LBC06, LB06b, LG10, LL08, LS11, MIN+10, Meb06a, Meb06b,
Meb06c, Meb08c, Meb11, Meb15, MTT13, MI04, MK05, MN06a, MN06b,
MN08a, MN08b, MI15a, MI15b, MI15e, Mir14, MAC14b, MA18, Moc02, Moc17,
MW04, MÖ09, MdpSP06, Mor06, Mör01, Müi03, Nag84, NS87, NK590]. Benford
[Nag05, NHD16, NR08, NWR09, Ni93, Ni96b, NM97, Ni98, Ni00c, NM06,
NM07a, NM09, Ni91a, Ni91b, Ni11c, Ni11d, Ni12, Ni15, Nov10, NM07b,
Ole10, Ole14, OMNO10, OB13, Pai08, PSM10, Pav81, Pav82, PGHA07,


Classification [IHYZ17, IG08, LB06a, LY02, CL05, MRM+05]. Classification-aware [IG08]. classifiers [CL05]. Classifying [MPM02]. Clinching [GML15]. Clinical [Mac14a, Ora17, TMS02]. Clintons [She94, TS94]. Cloud [Zom14]. CLT [AP10]. cluster [KSH11]. Clustering [AVV08, BCK12, BCM02, BM08]. Clusters [SPGM12]. co [Aus14].

D [CNS15, LP15, PGLL10]. D. [KPK05]. damage [HB18]. Dangers [CT05]. Darmstadt [RVAN15]. Darstellungen [Tie88]. Data [AR13, BHM08, BS10b, CH97, CSN09b, Con10, DG10, Die04b, Die07]. DHP04, EHM+14, GGP09, Gra10, Gut16, Han07, Hii99a, HIIH14, JS09, Kie17, Kos12, Kos13, Kri10, Lan04, LY02, LB05, Lu07, Mac14a, MRR+10, MS13, Mil15c, Mil15d, MWE95, MDDK02, NM07a, NM09, Pre81, RGE11, RGL14, Wag10, Wan11b, WG68, WAT15, YSC13, dMH06, AS15, AYS14, AW89, AP89, AHI14, AHI15, ACC16, Bal15, Bia15, Bro05, Br07, HSR+08a, CCC09, CSN07, CSN09a, CA12, DD06, DDA+09, EG12a, EG12b, FGZZ11a, FGZZ11b, GW04, GD14, GS07, Gro07, GTM12, HSR+08b, Has02, Has03, Hii96, HV01, HRJB02a, HRJB02b, HDV13, HSM17, JS06, KG72a, KG72b, LCJ10, LFCR04, LMY10, Mar12, MK79, McA03, McA05, MAE06, MIR14, NM06, Ora17, OMNO10, PT11, QW03, RRRR11]. data [Row05, Sav04, Sav06, Sch10, Sea02a, Sea02b, SS12, Sto16, SIE03, TMS02, TG05, VA99, WAI02, WYTD93, WYD93, ZIWU14, dVM13, Die04a, Ole10, Ole14]. data-based [GS07]. Database
Databases [DCH+17].
DATAS(R) [Lan00]. Daten [Bah15]. Datenfälschung. [Die04a]. DCT [SF11], DDR [Bah15]. Death [DCH+17, Hen11, KPH10]. debugging [CL04a]. Decade [AR13, CS11]. Decay [NWR09, BMP93]. Deception [Han07].
decimal [FL84, FL94, FL96, FL94, FL96, FL84]. Decision [ANRV07, BXXK11, CS09a, CL05, HCS09, Wal02]. Decision-making [ANRV07, CS09a, HCS09].
delight [War03b]. della [Bra76, Her57]. Democracy [CS11, BG11b].
Democratic [Meb10d]. demography [Tag70]. Denetiminde [AA10].
Denmark [Kmu01]. dénombrable [Ron76a]. dénominateurs [JL08].
denominators [JL08]. densities [MS11]. Density [She68, AG05, GGA03].
d’Entretien [Lef82]. dénomerable [Ron76a]. Depend [GS01].
Dependence [WDB95, Art94, DB14, Egg06, Los01]. Dependent [BGTM+11, LL08, Yeh07]. Derivation [BH10a, BH10b, Ka90b, BJS06, Dea93, Hil95c, Hum08, Lip09, RR09, TR91, vLvdW05].
Derivative [HH13]. describing [Mac22]. Description [Fai69, Fai05].
Design [LHK+15, Tur87, Ben75, CL05, HKL+06]. designed [LACL14]. d’Estoup [Pet73].
Detailed [BBK+15]. Detect [CT05, Die04b, Die07, GP13, Vuk08, Ano11, FGZZ11b, Lan00, Nig94, Nig00b, Rou10, Sav06, TB00, TMS02].
Detected [HKKS06]. détecter [Ron10]. Detecting [AH08, BG09, BG10, BG11a, DMO10, DHP04, GW04, HDV13, JS06, JS09, KB07, Lan03, LFCR04, LB05, Meb06a, Nig15, RGL14, Sta12, SFE03, WSY11, BK05, HSM17]. Detection [Ban00, BH02, BPS11, CS09b, Cod99, DMO11, DJ10b, Klu17, Lzd12, Meb11, Nig12, NEM09, RRRB11, SLS16, Smi13, AOT13, BM13, BMM10, CG07, DG10, DMF09, Gra10, GHP09, GD14, HYYH08, Kos15, Kri10, KB03, LYY09, LFCR04, Low00a, LBC06, MTT13, NHD16, Nig92, PT11, Sch10, ZHS09, HB18, BMM10].
derminant [Zip29]. Determination [She12]. Deterring [AH08].
deutschen [QW03]. deuxié [Poi12]. developed [IW14].
Developing [MVW+03]. Development [Jin09a, LD04, WDB95, ZM97, Che12c, MZ98a, NG03]. developments [CH61, eSHK05]. Deviation [LZZ13]. deviations [HSM11]. Devil [BS09].
diagnose [Meb15, Die02]. Diagnosis [Die02]. Diagnostics [BVT96, MK09, NM09]. diagram [AI99]. dictionaries [Mas05c, Mas05b]. Dictionary [LZZ13]. Did [WHN13, VM04]. Difference [BE14a, LACY+15, Meb10b, BS07, WR03]. Different [HKKS06, Af10, BP84, Egg90a, Nag05, New81].
Differential [CGPT15, GAVRRL14]. Difficulties [BG09, BG10, BG11a]. Difficulty [Hil99a].
Digit [ABB10, BS10a, CS09b, Die04b, Die07, Dun09, Gor12a, Hay08a, Hay08b, Hay09, Hil98, KCC86, KBRV04, Kun87, Lin08, LB07, LG78, LMH99, ML84, Meb08a, MK10, Meb12, MK13, Pos04c, Rai85, Rod04, Sal97].
SM10b, SM10c, Shi09, SM11, Sri13, AS68, Adh69, AP99, Bia15, Boy94, BMP93, BE69, Cio05, Coh76, CK84, DMF09, FGZZ11a, Fle66, FL84, FL94, FL96, Has03, Hil88, Hil95b, Hil95c, Hil99b, Hum06, Hum18, Hür15b, Hür15c, KNRSS88, KR13, Kre02, LZL+12, LL08, LL09, LS11, MM15, MS11, MS12, MS15, Meb06b, Meb08b, Meb08c, Meb10b, Meb10d, Mir12a, MAC14b, Mir16, Mü03, NKS90, Nir00b, Poc06, Pos04a, Rai76, Rou14, SM09, SM10d, SM10e, Sta05, Sur93, TFGS07, XWLD11, Pos10]. \textbf{Digit-Based} [BS10a]. \textbf{Digital} [AA10, BM13, CNS15, CT05, Cod99, HR10, LOR06, LP15, Nir96a, Nir97, Nir00b, Nir00c, Nir01, OB13, RGL14, Shi09, BBE10, BBJ11, Lan00, Nir92, Nir94, Nir99a, RR03, SB15, SH10]. \textbf{Digitalen} [BBE10, BBJ11]. \textbf{Digitized} [MSA+11]. \textbf{digito} [AP99]. \textbf{Digits} [BS09, Dav76, FG76, FM95, Fri84, HH13, Kos06, Levy96, Meb07, MWE95, MDDK02, Nir1c, PU86, Pin61, Pre81, Ros12, Shi98, Sun28, Tsa74, Web75, Whit72, Won69, BHS11, Ber04, Ber05a, BK91, Dia73, Dia77, GSR12, Gin57, Her57, HS05, HW86, Hüb07, Irm97, IRU83, Jec92, KR81, KR04, KB07, LCJ10, Lem86, LS14, MM50, Meb15, Mir11, Mir12b, Mör01, New81, Nir99c, Pha13, PK06, Rat09a, STA11, Sar73, Sti45, TW71, Tur82, UP85, Var99, War03a]. \textbf{Dijital} [AA10]. \textbf{Dijkstra} [FC14]. \textbf{dimension} [Mas06b]. \textbf{dimensional} [Ber05c, BBH05, Has07, MS08, SCD01]. \textbf{dimensioni} [Bra76]. \textbf{diophantine} [Pic85]. \textbf{Direct} [Kaf09b, Lu07]. \textbf{Dirty} [NK03, NKL04, MA18]. \textbf{disaster} [Mü11]. \textbf{disciplinary} [Boo94]. \textbf{disclosure} [Moc02]. \textbf{discovering} [GAVRRL14]. \textbf{discovery} [BP06, OMNO10]. \textbf{discrepancies} [ACC16]. \textbf{discrepancy} [Kem75]. \textbf{Discrete} [BE14b, KP09, BE16, Egg05b, KPF15, Mei09, SCD01, Yeh90, Yeh07]. \textbf{Discrete-Time} [BE14b, BE16]. \textbf{Discussion} [Gra10, Kri10, pLJCW04, Mö09, ZIUW14, Val12]. \textbf{Dishonesty} [Han07]. \textbf{disparate} [Par75]. \textbf{distance} [Hav95]. \textbf{Distances} [HF16]. \textbf{Distinguish} [IKC96]. \textbf{Distinguishing} [LFY15]. \textbf{Distortion} [BHMO8]. \textbf{distractors} [Hop16]. \textbf{Distributed} [Bru70, DW15, LEC+15, MYP14, HG14, KR13, MN14, Sch89]. \textbf{Distribution} [AMP06, AS68, Ami07, Ant91, Axt01, BT09, BGVV99, BD70, CH97, CT07, Coi77, EHM+14, FG76, iCE10, FGPM12, Fri84, FH45, Ham70, HW87, Ism04, Jee97, KC86, Kui69, KPK06, Ley96, Lot26, MSSvK08, MYZ67, NP12, PU86, Pav82, PTTV98, Pin61, Rati69b, Rev08, SDK14, Sch73, Sch88b, SM10b, SPP17, Sim55, Sim98, Tur87, Vla79, Web75, Won69, XP89, YZ16, ZSB+12, AAMAE03, ADAI13, Adh69, Af10, Aasa81, BNS10a, BNS10b, Bel88, BBL07, BS07, Bra76, BK91, Bur91, CH61, Cig64, Cio05, CLM15, Dia73, Dia77, Die04a, DN10, DN11, DSO1, EMS11, EMS13, FWW85, FP04, FGPM16, Gar11, Gun15, GTC+07, HZZ14, HW86, Hol69, Hum06, IMS15, Irm97, Jec92, KSG+16, KR81, KR04, KPF15, KN74, KN06, KPK05, LCJ10, Lem86, Li92, Loy73]. \textbf{distribution} [Mac22, MM50, MML01, MPS11, Man59, Man60, MRSCCS11, MK79, Mir12a, MAC14b, Mir16, Mor81, Mor01, NG04, OJM15, OTT99, OV97, Ord76, OC83, OM11, Par75, Pav81, Per90, Pet03, PTTV01, PL86, Pos04b, PK78, Rai69a, RAV10, RDFM10, SZVHA10, Sch81, Sch83b, Sch83a,
Sch84, Sch86, Sch87a, Sch87b, Sch88d, Sco13, Sem08, Sha05, SM09, SS12, SBH+95, Sti45, SM06b, Tao09, TW71, Tic85, Tic86, Tic87, Too92, TKP14, Tsu52, Tur82, UP85, VAGE09, WZS12, War03a, Wey15, WC03, Wu08, ZM01, ZDCW12, ZCW09, dCS15, vZ13.

Distributions [BB85, CSN09b, DKN07, Dun67, Fai69, Fai05, For10, JL08, JKK08, KPR89, LSE00, LB05, Mit03, Mor06, Pre81, Rod04, SM10a, Ts47, Whi83, Ahe02, Bas92, BCC05, BSM14, BG78, CZ04, CM11, CGJ10, CSN07, CSN09a, ER02, GGP02, GLS06, GJS07, GLSW96, GN07, Hai69, HT05a, HT05b, HT06, Hilt0, Hilt9, HRJB02a, HRJB02b, HDV13, Hüt15c, Iza06, JKK+09, JLR04, Jon02, KUM05, KS10, KG72a, KG72b, KP09, KP04, MBS99, MPS11, Mas05a, MM06, MS83, NK07, New05, Nig92, Per10, Rec09, Tag70, TA12, TH13, cTnHwH17, You13, ZA95, Gre86, Sha89].


distribuzione [Bra76, Her57].

Divergence [IHWZ17].

Divergent [Har49, Har91].

divides [AVV08], dividing [GSR12], division [Per96].

DNA [Vos96, BHB+96, GAVRRL14, IKC96, MBG+94, MBG+95].

Do [AVV08, ICE10, FDA+04, IHPS14, LLD15, MS13, San02a, San02b, SPP17, TBL00, WHN13, TFGS07, VOG00, San02c].

Doctoral [Sud10].

documented [LYY09].

Document [BMLRV10].

Documentation [Fai69, Fai05].

Documents [YLX14, Pet73].

Does [Ber10, GT09, GTC+07, Hay08a, HR10, SW10, DB14, Moc02, SM11].

domain [NHD16], dominates [Car10], done [Meb10d].

Double [CS09b, OR07, MTT13, TRB+12].

doubly [Wu08].

Dow [LV94, Nig98].

Dowe [McA05].

Dove [McG11].

Dr. [Yu25].

Drivers [DKM07].

Droplet [Kim12, FM89].

drug [OMNO10].

DSS# [HYH08].

dual [Egg86, ER02].

Duality [ER02].

dubious [KB07].

Received [Yun76a].

d'une [Rou76a].

Duplication [Nig11c].

During [HH13, AA11, MK13, OM11].

Dynamic [CCT95, KNT89, LEC+15, LP15, BBL07, Che95, OV95, Par75, Zip35, Zip65].

dynamical [Ber03, Ber05a, Ber05b, BBH05, Ber11, MG15, Nil10, OR07, SCD01, TBL00, WIR98].

Dynamics [Ber04, Ber05a, KN91, LC15, MZS99, ACCG13, AFS04, HA99, KN90, dLKHS04a, dLKHS06, NNN89, PQ90].

e-commerce [HKWE14].

Earnings [AA11, SGW04, Van02, Vuk08, YD15, AG08, DZ03, LW14, LWF14, NL05, Tho89].

earthquake [BCC05, Has07].

earthquakes [SS11].

Eases [Ban13].

Easy [Ban13, RR03].

easy-to-use [RR03].

eBay [Gil07, LG10, Gil05].

échantillon [Rou76a].

ECML [GCB+05].

economy [HSM11].

ecometrics [Jin09b].

Economic [GT09, MS13, RGB11, ZCW09, Sch10].

Economics [Lm04, Jin90a, NCT10, NCT13, Tod09, Jin90b, Wan11b].

économies [GR11].

Econophysics [ACCG13].

ecosystem [HJ15].

editor [Kar85].

eddy [LF16].

edge [Hoi18].

Editor [Goo65, Hil11, Bas94, Bro79, Bur04, Che95, Hay08a, Hub77, Kri77, Lon92, OV93, OV95, Var72].

eDonkey [HKL+06].

Education [RVAN15].

Effect
Forensic [Bha02, BK08, Cal13, Iud12, Nig93, Nig11e, Nig12, OW12, BL95, Kos15, KB07, QZHC11, SS10]. Forensics [Meb06b, Meb06c, Meb08a, MeK08b, MeBxx, Pip13, Shi09, Ana03, DG12, FSS07, Lim06, MS09, Meb08c, QZI10, SB15, TRB+12, WCCK09, XWLD11, ZHS09]. forgery [BM13, MS10]. Form [Pet81a, Che80, Hil74, Whi82]. Formal [MM86, vLvdW05]. Formations [Meb06b, Meb06c, Meb08a, Meb08b, MeBxx, Pip13, Shi09, Ana03, DG12, FSS07, Lim06, MS09, Meb08c, QZI10, SB15, TRB+12, WCCK09, XWLD11, ZHS09]. Formulation [Lei80, Asa81, PK78]. Forschung [Die02]. Foundation [Fed82a]. foundations [Bro80a, Bro80b, Bro81, Dur06]. Fourier [Boy94, Mil15b]. FPGAs [WAT15]. Fractal [Den97, CZ04, Che12b, Gai06]. Fractals [Sch91b, Egg05a]. Fragrant [Pav82, Sur93, ER02, Giu11]. fractions [JL08, Pav81, Sch90]. fragile [PGLL10]. framework [Egg10a]. France [NKZ12]. Fraud [AH09, AHF08, Ban13, Ban00, BG09, BG10, BG11a, BS10a, Ber95, BL95, BH02, BPS11, CT05, Cod99, DMO10, DMO11, DJ10b, DHP04, GR07, Han07, Jud04, Kle17, Kos12, Lan03, Lan04, LB05, Lu07, MK10, Meb10a, Meb10b, Meb10c, Meb11, Meb12, Mil15c, Mil15d, Nig99b, Nig12, NEM09, Rob97, SS10, Smi13, Sta12, Töd09, Wal03, WSY11, Ana03, Ana11, Bat09, BKS05, CG07, DG10, DMF09, Dub01, GW04, Gra10, GPH09, GD14, HB18, HZKS12, HYHY08, Kos15, Kri10, KB03, Lan00, LB14, LOR06, Lim06, LFCR04, Low00a, LBC06, LB06b, Nig94, Nig00b, Nig15, RRRB11, Rout01, Sav06, Sch10, SCH+12, SM11, Sjo14, TB00, TMS02, BMM10]. frauder [Rou10]. fraudes [BMM10, Rout01]. Frauds [KM11]. Fraudster [Sta10]. Fraudulent [CS11, Die04b, Die07, GP13, SSMW05, SCE03]. Free [Rav08, SS09]. French [Par97, Bes88, BMM10, DJ10a, DJ13, Dev57, Est16, Fra17, FL84, FL94, FL96, GD08, GD09b, GD10, Hil99b, JL08, Jan12, Jol05, Jol09, Kef82, Poi12, Rou76a, Rou76b, Rout01, San02c, Var99]. frequencies [Bia15, CM11, FP04, LL08, LL09, Nig94, Zör15]. Frequency [BEJ07, BG78, CYG07, Coi77, DMO06, EC11, Lot26, Vla79, DM92, ER02, Gin57, Has03, Her57, Hil74, Li92, Mac22, Mas05c, Mas05b, NHD16, New81, Par75, SEOV04, Tnl85, Zip29, Zip32]. Frequency-rank [BG78]. frequent [LWY10, MAE06]. frequenza [Gin57]. Freund [MM99, MM04, MM14]. FRG [Bab15]. front [LACL14]. führende [Hum18, Hün07]. Fujii [Mar12]. Full [SM10b, SM09]. Fully [NKRS15]. Function [BMLRV10, Egg05b, Egg06, ER12, KPK05, KPK06, LS05, LS06, LS14, SZYHA10, Sur93, Wir98]. functional [Egg13]. Functions [ARS10, MVW+03, ML84, Sim55, AS08, ARS11, BFLB10, BNS10a, BNS10b, GSR12, KM05, Man59, MK05, Pos04b]. Fundamental [BH10a, BH10b, DKM07]. Fundamentals [HT01]. Fürchten [Hün07]. Furlan [Gei48, Reg82]. Further [BGVV99, Sen73, Tur84, Val11]. Fuzzy [AP10, Kle17, NKL03].

G. [Mel06]. Galaxies [HF16]. Game [CKT+09, LCY+15, Mor10, RBXM15]. Games [BG54]. gamma [NK07, Hov03, Ale05]. Gammes [Est16]. Gardner [McA05]. gas [Mas06a, Mas06c]. Gaussian [HS01]. Gaussian-like [HS01].
GDP [Hol14]. GDP [Hol14]. GDR [Bah15]. gem [BH11b]. Gene [FK03, RH02]. genera [RH02]. General [Ben43, BS10b, Asa81, Kos15, Lol08, Mac22, Mas05a, OV97, GD09b]. générée [GD09b], generalisation [Par75], generalised [ZHS09]. Generalization [Won69, Orl70, PGHA07]. Generalizations [Lag85]. Generalized [AR09, BDE+17, CH97, Gun15, HW87, CGJ10, CMHS95, EG12a, EG12b, FSS07, Hür03, LAL15, LL08, Ori76, Ris08, Sha05, SF11, SS12, TA12, TH13, VAGE09, Wój14, dCS15, vZ13]. Generalizing [Hur06b, Hur09, LCJ15]. Generate [MWE95, RDFM10]. Generated [LCY+15, LP15, MN14, Wir98, Zör15]. generates [Hub02]. Generating [KN91, XLW14, KN90]. Generation [LB07, YSC13]. Generative [Mit03].

generators [Bac98, Dia73]. Generic [SL96].


Geophysical [NM07a, NM06]. Geology [Ano50, VW06]. Goodness [Mac14a]. Goodness-of-fit [OJM15, KG72a, KG72b, SZVHA10, VAGE09, Zör15].


Handelsdaten [GM12]. harmful [And09]. harmonic [Per82].

Harmoniegesetz [Fur46, Gei48]. Harmony [Fur46, Gei48]. Hash [KNT89, SD78, WYTD93]. Havil [Ale05]. hazard [SZVHA10]. headings
Heaps [EC12, GS01, vLvdW05], heavy [BCIS09], heel [Moc17], height [Egg06].

Heirs [Pus04]. Help [Mö10, Nig99b]. Herd [Egg07]. Heritage [NKRS15].

Heterogeneity [LEC+15]. heuristic [BP06]. heuristics [GT99]. heute [Sch06]. Hidden [BHB+96, IG08, SPGC10]. hidden-web [IG08].

Hierarchical [Bas92, JKK+08, Che12a, Che12c, JKK+09]. Hierarchy [Kru96a, Sem08, ZF15]. Hilfe [HB18]. Hill [HDV13]. hint [Bat09].

History [Mit03, Sch75b, Pet73]. Hitters [BCIS09]. Hold [GT09, FDA+04]. holding [YD15]. homogeneous [CW97]. Hubble [HF16]. Human [LZZ13, NP12, Zip99, BS03, OKO06, An050]. Humanities [Mur73b, IG08, SPGC10]. hidden-web [IG08].

Hierarchical [Bas92, JKK+08, Che12a, Che12c, JKK+09]. Hierarchy [Kru96a, Sem08, ZF15]. Hilfe [HB18]. Hill [HDV13]. hint [Bat09].

History [Mit03, Sch75b, Pet73]. Hitters [BCIS09]. Hold [GT09, FDA+04]. holding [YD15]. homogeneous [CW97]. Hubble [HF16]. Human [LZZ13, NP12, Zip99, BS03, OKO06, An050]. Humanities [Mur73b, IG08, SPGC10]. hidden-web [IG08].

Hierarchical [Bas92, JKK+08, Che12a, Che12c, JKK+09]. Hierarchy [Kru96a, Sem08, ZF15]. Hilfe [HB18]. Hill [HDV13]. hint [Bat09].

History [Mit03, Sch75b, Pet73]. Hitters [BCIS09]. Hold [GT09, FDA+04]. holding [YD15]. homogeneous [CW97]. Hubble [HF16]. Human [LZZ13, NP12, Zip99, BS03, OKO06, An050]. Humanities [Mur73b, IG08, SPGC10]. hidden-web [IG08].

Heaps [EC12, GS01, vLvdW05], heavy [BCIS09], heel [Moc17], height [Egg06].

Heirs [Pus04]. Help [Mö10, Nig99b]. Herd [Egg07]. Heritage [NKRS15].
Sch75b, Sch75a, Sch10, Sch08, Sch15, SF01, Sea02b, Sen73, SW10, Shi09, SF11, SM11, SB15, SID13, SID15, Smi97, Soo05, Sor12, SPGM12, Sta10, SH10, SB93, SCE93, TRB+12, Töd09, Tor06, eTunHwH17, TST97, Van15a, Van15b, Var72, Vla72, Vla76, Vla79, Vog00, Vuk08, WDB95, Wng10, WHN13, WCCK09, Wan11b, Was81, WSU08, Wei11, WCP+07, WSB15, WSB16, Wili2, Wój13a, Wlo71, Wój13b, Wój14, Wor75, YLX14, ŽD11, ZHS09, dVM13, eSHK05, GD11, Sch98, Sud10, Bal66]. Law-Based [AA10].
Law-Like [iCE10].
Law-Test [SM11].
Laws [AR09, KP05, Rob11, Sch91b, AR10, AR11, BS00, Che89, ER02, Egg05d, Egg05a, Eli11, FDA+04, Hür66b, Hür09, LB06a, MM15, Mei09, New05, Per82, Per05, PTTV01, Ree01, RH02, Rou76b, Rou05, SM08, GS01, LZZ13]. LC50 [dVM13].
lead [ZIWU14].
Leading [Kos06, MM15, MZ98b, Dia73, Dia77, Has03, Hun18, IRU83, Jec92, Mir11, Mir12a, Mir12b, Mir16, Pha13, Sti45, Tur82, Var99, War03a, XWLD11].
leads [FWW85, KR01, Liu08, Mas05a].
Learning [CS11, Kle17, LB05, MYP14, RBXM15, VK90, GCB+05, Jas10, LB06b, Rou10].
Least [FS03, Ano50, SM06b, Yua84, Zip49]. least-recently-used [SM06b].
Leaving [SPGC10]. Lecons [Poi12]. Lectures [Poi12]. Legal [Sch75b].
Legends [DJ10b]. legge [Bra76, CEZ17]. Lehmann [Har09]. lehrt [Hün07].
Leimkuhler [Egg90b]. leistet [Moc02]. L'Emploi [Lef82]. length [RDFM10, SEOV04].
Letter [Bar11, Boo65, Hay08a, Hii11, Var72].
Librarian [AMKMS12, RGE13, AMVBJ11]. Librarianship [Sch75a, Sch75c].
Library [Sch74]. lie [Vog00, MM15]. lies [Hen11].
Libor [AMKMS12, RGE13, AMVBJ11].
Libor [AMKMS12, RGE13, AMVBJ11]. Librarianship [Sch75a, Sch75c].
Library [Sch74]. lie [Vog00, MM15]. lies [Hen11].
Libor [AMKMS12, RGE13, AMVBJ11].
Libor [AMKMS12, RGE13, AMVBJ11]. Librarianship [Sch75a, Sch75c].
Library [Sch74]. lie [Vog00, MM15]. lies [Hen11].
Libor [AMKMS12, RGE13, AMVBJ11].
Libor [AMKMS12, RGE13, AMVBJ11]. Librarianship [Sch75a, Sch75c].
Library [Sch74]. lie [Vog00, MM15]. lies [Hen11].
Libor [AMKMS12, RGE13, AMVBJ11].
Libor [AMKMS12, RGE13, AMVBJ11]. Librarianship [Sch75a, Sch75c].
Library [Sch74]. lie [Vog00, MM15]. lies [Hen11].
Libor [AMKMS12, RGE13, AMVBJ11].
Location-Based [RBXM15]. Log
log-like [Too92]. log-normal [Bra76, Per10]. log-polar [PGLL10].
Logarithm [NKL04, NKL03, Sch88a, Sch91a, TW71]. logarithmes [Fra17].
Logarithmic [BB85, Jon02, Jec92, LB06a, MA18, NKS90, Sch81, Sch86].
Logarithms [BD70, Kui69, Ks73, BK07, Fra97]. logbooks [BBJ11]. Logic
[Bor20, Kle17]. Logical [GBTB16]. logistic [OR07]. Lognormal
[Mit03, MPS11]. lognormal [Bra76]. Loi [GD09b, Jol05, Jol09, Lef82, MM10, DJ10a, DJ13, Dev57, GD08, Hil99b, Pet73, San02c]. Lois
[Rou78, Rou76a, Rou76b]. long [MS83]. Looking [Aro14, Bro98, WHP99].
Lorenz [Egg06]. loss [FT86, HT05a, HT05b, HT06]. Lotka
[Lon92, AdSPC+76, BG15, Bur04, CL86a, CL86b, Col77, Egg85, Egg94, ER02, Egg05b, Egg10b, Egg10c, ER12, HJ15, HW15, Hub02, Hub77, KH95, KR01, Kri77, KZ15, Liu15, LC15, Lou92, MM82, MG07b, MUR73a, MUR73b, NGJ03, Nic89, OM11, Pao85, Pao86a, Pao86b, Pet08, Pot81, RK79, Rou92, Row05, SDK14, Sch74, Sch75c, Sch75b, Sch75a, Vla72, Vla76, Vla79, Voo74a, Voo74b, WDB95, WZS12, Wan15, YLX14, ZF15]. Lotkaian
[Egg05d, Egg05a, Egg05c, Egg09, Egg10a]. Lottery [Sim98]. Loyalty
[Vog00]. Luhn [Los01]. lying [Vog00].

[CS11, GCB+05, HM65, Kle17, GCB+05]. Machines [Meb06a].
MacRoberts [Sti87]. Macroeconomic [GGP09, NM07b, Bah15]. Made
[Ban13]. Madoff [Hen11]. magnetic [DLKHS04a]. magnitude [BH74].
Maintenance [Lef82]. major [Ora17]. make [GT99]. makes [Hil99b].
Making [Die12, HRJB02a, HRJB02b, ANR07, CS09a, HCS09, Wal02].
makoökonomischen [Bah15]. Malo [NKZ12]. Management
[Hay05b, LP15, Van02, Vuk08, AG08, AA11, Car15, DZ03, LW14, Nig05]. Managers
[Rob97, SGW04, AVV08]. managing [WTYD93, WYD93].
Mandelbrot
[And11, Aus14, Lef82, MVW+03, ARMG03, Baw11, BP84, Cha11, Dev57, Egg99a, Egg99b, Fah09, Fah05, GMV09, Izs06, DLKHS04b, DLKHS06, Lef82, MPM02, Mas05a, Mas05d, Mas06c, Mon01, Orl70, Orl76, TW11, Wal11, You13].
Manifestation [MG07b]. Manipulation
[AHH08, RGE13, AMKMS12, LWFW14]. Manipulationen [Moc02].
manipulations [Moc02]. Manner [DCH+17]. Mantegna [MBG+96].
Mantissa [Kon65, Sch88b, SM10a, EMS11, EMS13, Sch73, Sch81, Sch87a].
mantissae [BS07]. Mantissas [BHMO8, Sch88c, Sch86]. Mantisse [Sch73].
many [MBS99, Tay05]. Map [Sch75a, OR07, Sch75c]. maps [Bro80c].
Marey [WHN13]. Market
[HH13, RGE13, BCC05, GGP03, Mas05a, Mas05d]. Marketing [Lu07].
Markets [LK12, BS90, BCM02, CEZ10, DDS98, DK09, LW14]. Markov
[BHKR11, KK95, KN90, KN91, KBHR10, NNN89]. Markovian
[Rou76b, Rou78]. markoviennes [Rou76b, Rou78]. Marsaglia [Bac98]. Maslov [Mas06c, Mas06d]. Mass [Ano50]. massive [SS12]. Math [Ber95, Dub01]. Mathematical [Egg07, Iud12, Nig99b, Whi72, Yul25, AI99, BH11b, BBE10, Che12a, Cou10, Hum08, Jin09b, Mac22, MM99, MM04, MM14, STA11, Szë90, Wap12].


Modulo [BD70, Ken75, Loy73, MN08a, Sze10, Too92, MN06a].


monetary [Bah15]. Money [TS94]. monitoring [CSC14].

modifs [GAVRL14]. motion [LF16]. movies [KSH11]. MPEG [CS09b].

Mr. [Cra10]. Muhasebe [AA10]. Multi

[Ber05c, CZ04, JHTS10, Boo94, CGPT15, Egg99a, Egg99b, FC14].

multi-dimensional [Ber05c, JHTS10, Boo94, CGPT15, Egg99a, Egg99b, FC14].

multiauthorship [Rou92]. Multi-language [BBM11b].

multi-objective [CGPT15, FC14]. Multi-size [JHTS10].

MULTICORE [KLP+15]. Multifragmentation [CK05, PBP07].

MULTICORE [KLP+15]. Multifragmentation [CK05, PBP07].

multinomial [Izs06]. Multiobjective [BR15, RZS+15].

multi-objective [CGPT15, FC14]. Multi-size [JHTS10].

Multiobjective [BR15, RZS+15]. Multiple-Choice [SID13, SID15].

Multiple [SID13, SID15]. Multiple-Choice [SID13, SID15].

MULTIPROCESSOR [TCM04]. MULTIPROCESSOR [TCM04].

Multiple [SID13, SID15]. Multiple-Choice [SID13, SID15].

multiplications [KSH11]. MPEG [CS09b].

multispecies [HJ15]. Multivariate

[HHG14, Yeh02, Yeh07]. Multivariate [HHG14, Yeh02, Yeh07].

Museum [RBXM15]. Music

[MPM02, MVW+03, MRM+05]. mutation [Ber15b]. mutualism [HJ15].

Mystery [Kru96a].

Name [YSC13, Pet08, Rou76a]. names [ZM01]. nanoelectronics [NZK12].

Narayanan [Egg10b, Egg10c, Hub76]. National [Sim98]. Natural

[AS05, DS05, GJARPGAC10, BK07, Cha11, Che91, EMS11, EMS13, LCJ10, Man62, New81, STJ10]. Naturally [Gil05, Gil07, Liu08]. Nature

[Kaf09a, Per07, PTTV98, Bak96, Car10, Cou10, GN02, PTTV01, RH02]. Negative [Lin08, Mas06b]. n'est [GD08]. Net [ZD11]. Netherlands

[AW99]. network [ACCG13, HKL+06, SS09]. Networks

[BW98, IHWZ17, LEC+15, BA99, BGP07, MPPH06, VK90, ZS11]. neue

[Sze90]. Newere [CH61]. Neural

[BW98, IHWZ17, MPPH06].

neutrosophic [BKSS05]. Newby [Bur04]. Newcomb

[PT04, Pos10, FG10, For10, Haf13, HV01, Kre03, MdSPZ06, MdSSZ09, PT04, PT11, Pos10, Rav08, RR09, Smi13, Tor06]. Newforms [JTY14, JTY16].

Newton [BH07]. next [CGPT15]. nichts [Vog00]. NMR [BSM14]. No

[BHH+96, BH11b]. No. [Bro98]. NOEC [dVM13]. Noise

[IKC96, LFY15, BTW87, Che12b, LC15, MS09, MS83, NS96]. nom [Rou76a]. nombres [FL94, FL96, San02c, Var99]. nominal [eSHK05]. Non


non-stationarity [LF16]. non-stationary [SR01]. non-symmetric [Liu08].

non-uniformly [CI96]. Non-Unique [SD78]. nonautonomous

[Ber03, BS07]. Noncoding [BHH+96, IKC96, MBG+94, Vos96, MBG+95].

Nonextensive [SM10c, SM10d]. nonlinear [Pop02]. Normal

[Bor20, Bra76, Per10]. normalize [LCC+05]. normalized [Abe02].
not-Benford [Pos04a]. Note
[Dun69, HM65, Meb09, New81, Sli98, Egg90a, Hil96, Man59, SN91]. Notes
[Kon65, Whi72, Val11, She94]. Notion [Ant91]. Novel
[JHTS10, SF01, CSC14, LSS00]. November [And11]. NPO
[Van15a, Van15b]. Nuclear [HJJYM11, FG10, JSSZ11, MNW+05, PBP07].
nuclei [NR08]. Null [SBB01, FP04]. Number
[Ano13, Ber95, Can03a, CKT+09, FMS10, Kry09, Liv02, LB07, LS11, MTB06, 
Nig99b, Nig11c, Bac98, BFLB10, BH74, BS00, Can03b, Car10, CLRFTMO8, 
DM92, Dia73, Hil88, Len86, Lin86, MS12, Nig00b, Sav04, Tie86, WHP99].
number-theoretic [Tie86]. Number-Theory [LS11]. Numberphile
[Ano13]. Numbers
[BS10a, Ben38, Car88, CKT+09, Dun67, FM95, FH45, GF44, Ham70, HW75a, 
Hsi48, JP01, Kui69, LK12, NM07b, PTTV98, San02a, Vog00, Was81, Web75, 
Wlo71, Aro14, BHS11, BK07, BS92, CI96, CKB4, Dia74, DMO06, EMS11, 
EMS13, FL94, FL96, GSR12, Gin57, Her57, Hum06, Hum18, IMS15, KR04, 
LOR06, Lin86, LS14, LL09, MS15, Mir11, New81, PTTV01, Sav04, SF08, Sta05, 
Ste93, SB93, Tie88, TFGS07, Tsy52, Var99, Wey99, San02b, San02c, Har09].
numerica [Gin57, Her57]. numeric [Bah15]. Numerical
Obey [BHHR11, Wlo71, BS92, KBBHR10, SB93]. Obey [BH07]. Obituary
[And11]. Objective [Bro80c, CGPT15, FC14]. objectives [LACL14].
Observation [Mil15c, Mil15d, Her10, dLKH04b, Sar73]. Observations
[AG70, AG72, Vla72, Bur04]. observe [Ano93, Tra92]. observed [Gin57].
Observes [NP12]. Occupational [Lan03]. Occur [Hay08a]. occurrence
[DM006]. Occurring [Gil05, Kos13, Gil07]. Occurs [Hay08b]. October
[And11, CGB+05]. Odds [CKT+09]. oil [BCK12]. Omnidirectional
[NKR515]. One [AP10, BBH05, BD70, KP04, LLD15, Mat99, Yeh90, Car10, 
CE12, CEZ18, Hum18, MS08, SCD01, Too92, WHP99, Wey15].
One-dimensional [BBH05, MS08, SCD01]. One-sided [KP04]. Online
[BH09]. ONLY [LS11]. Open [MSSV08, NGJ03]. Openings [BT09].
opportunistic [Ano93, Tra92]. Optimal
[LACL14, SJP+15, Zom14, BCS09, Kere73, Kere75]. Optimale [Kere73, Kere75].
Optimality [MYP14]. Optimization [BR15, LP15]. optimizing
[GAVRRL14]. Optimum [McK80]. optoelectronics [NKZ12]. Order
[Haf13, Mn06b, MN08b, NM09, Nig11d, CSC14, SN91, TA12, TH13, Yua84].
or [BP84, LF16]. organized [BTW87, Bak96, SM96]. Organizes
[PMdM+99]. Organizing [Kru96b, SAG+00]. Oriented
[Car88, Asa81, Tie88]. origin [BCC05, CSV96, WSB15, WSB16, ZS11].
origins [FS03]. oscillators [Mas06a]. osservati [Gin57]. Other
[Nig99b, NM07a, MPPH06, MS83, NM06, RRZ09, Re01, TNb7, TMS02].
Outils [Lef82]. Outliers [Meb08a]. outliers [DN11, Sco13]. output
[CSC14, Per10, MA04]. outputs [VZ13]. overcome [SHC+12]. Overflow
ovvero [CEZ17]. Oxley [AG08].

[HKWE14, eSHK05, BCM02, BM08, KH95]. Prices
[Gil05, BCK12, Gil07, KZ08b]. pricing [BCK12, Shi89, eSHK05]. primary
[Mel10d]. Prime [CK84, EMS11, EMS13, FL94, FL96, LL09]. primer
[AP09, LOR06]. Primes [Whi72, LL08]. primitivité [DJ10a, DJ13].
primitivity [DJ10a, DJ13]. Princeton [Ale05]. Principle
[Kaf09a, Kaf09b, Nov10, RME98, An050, HPV⁺09, Zip32, Zip49, San87a, San87b, San88, San92]. Principles [PS09, SAG⁺00]. Printer
[JHTS10, FNP⁺15]. prior [Hil70]. private [YD15]. Proactively [Lan03].
Probabilistic [FM95, MZLH15a, MZLH15b, BFS03, GJ10, Loy73].
Probabilités [Poi12, Jan12]. Probabilities [LB09, NKL04, Poi12, NKL03].
Probability [Dur91, Dur05, Fel50, Fel57, Fel66, Fel68, GSR12, Gor12b, Gou77, Hor09b, Wea63, WG68, BKS05, Dia74, Fle66, GLSW96, Hai69, Jan12, SM06b, Sz³90, Tij04, Tij07, Tij12, Wea82]. Probable [Ben43]. Probably
[Bur10b, LX05]. Problem [AdSPG⁺76, Dun69, KBRV04, Lag85, LW92, Lin08, Boy94, BE69, CGPT15, FL84, FL94, FL96, KNRS88, KM05, Lag03, Lag10, Mac22, MK05, Rai76, Sim07, Sim03]. probléme [FL84, FL94, FL96]. Problems [Gor12b, JS09, RGL14, Str12, JS06]. procaryotic [RV98].
Procedure [BW98, Pao85]. Procedures [NM97, DN00, SH10].
proceedings [AW89, NKZ12, ACM00, PS09, Rai03, GCB⁺05]. process
[Egg05d, Ris08, Yeh90]. Processes
[Bal66, KK95, Tor06, Ber15b, CGJ10, FM89, Kim12, KPH10, LSS00, MZ99, MN14, Nic89, Nic88, NT89, PT11, Sch08, Sch15, Ze158, ZB70]. Processing
[LP15, WAT15, NHD16, Nig00b]. Product [Dur06]. production
[BH74, Egg05d]. Productivity [Coi77, Lot26, Egg09, Row05, MM82].
Products [MN06a, GTM12, HSM11, MN08a]. professé [Par97]. professées
[Poi12]. Profession [Sta12, KMN09]. Profiles [EC11]. program [BMM84].
Programming [Ben84, Gut16, Che91, NGJ03]. programs [Els78]. Progress
[Fai09, Fai05, MPM02]. progressive [AS15, WC03]. progressively
[RAV10, TH13]. proliferation [Dur06]. prone [SCE03]. proof
[Egg10b, Egg10c, Pet81b, Sim07, Spe09]. propagation [CL04a]. proper
[TRB⁺12]. Properties [Iud12, AAMAÉ03, Ber11, KZ15, RRZR09, Rou76a, Sta05, Str10, TN87, Yeh02]. Property
[KC86, Kun87, Ana03, BBM11b, Rou92, Lim06]. proportional [HS08].
Proportionally [HG14]. Proportions [Flé81, FLP03, MPPH06]. propos
[Bel88, Fra17]. Propriétés [Rou76a]. protein [lx05, RV98]. Proteins
Psycho-biology [Mel06, Zip35, Zip65]. Psychological
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